Utilizing dipole-dipole cross-correlated relaxation for the measurement of angles between pairs of opposing CαHα-CαHα bonds in anti-parallel β-sheets.
Dipole-dipole cross-correlated relaxation (CCR) between two spin pairs is rich with macromolecular structural and dynamic information on inter-nuclear bond vectors. Measurement of short range dipolar CCR rates has been demonstrated for a variety of inter-nuclear vector spin pairs in proteins and nucleic acids, where the multiple quantum coherence necessary for observing the CCR rate is created by through-bond scalar coupling. In principle, CCR rates can be measured for any pair of inter-nuclear vectors where coherence can be generated between one spin of each spin pair, regardless of both the distance between the two spin pairs and the distance of the two spins forming the multiple quantum coherence. In practice, however, long range CCR (lrCCR) rates are challenging to measure due to difficulties in linking spatially distant spin pairs. By utilizing through-space relaxation allowed coherence transfer (RACT), we have developed a new method for the measurement of lrCCR rates involving CαHα bonds on opposing anti-parallel β-strands. The resulting lrCCR rates are straightforward to interpret since only the angle between the two vectors modulates the strength of the interference effect. We applied our lrCCR measurement to the third immunoglobulin-binding domain of the streptococcal protein G (GB3) and utilize published NMR ensembles and static NMR/X-ray structures to highlight the relationship between the lrCCR rates and the CαHα-CαHα inter-bond angle and bond mobility. Furthermore, we employ the lrCCR rates to guide the selection of sub-ensembles from the published NMR ensembles for enhancing the structural and dynamic interpretation of the data. We foresee this methodology for measuring lrCCR rates as improving the generation of structural ensembles by providing highly accurate details concerning the orientation of CαHα bonds on opposing anti-parallel β-strands.